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For A New President . . .

Inaugural Highlights
Anniversary Week
By EUGENE KEILIN
With the promise that "Rice will strive for nothing
less than the best," California-born chemist Dr. Kenneth
Sanborn Pitzer was inaugurated last Wednesday as Rice's
third president.
Following an address by Dr. T. Keith Glennan, president of the Case Institute of Technology, Dr. Pitzer was
ceremoniously presented by Dr. William V. Houston, Rice's
second president, to George R. Brown, chairman of the
university's Board of Trustees, who performed the installation.
In his inaugural address, Dr. Pitzer said, "In order to
meet its responsibilities to Houston, to Texas and to our
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TO WORK WITH ALLEY

Rice Players Expand Activities
New Yorker Will Direct 'Galileo'
By BEVERLY WEHKING
The Rice Players, Rice's extracurricular dramatic organization,
will embark on a greatly extended
program this year, according to
Ray Schlitz, speaking for the
P l i e r s ' coodinators.
In a statement issued Monday,
Schlitz stated that, due to an interest in the Players' activities
on the p a r t of a number of
Houstonians, a substantial increase in the Players' budget has
been made available f o r this year.
T H E INCREASE in funds will
make it possible f o r the Players
to obtain the services of competent professional directors for
the major productions this year,
as well as making more money

available f o r settings, costuming,
and other technical necessities for
meeting superior production standards.
This expanded program is being
undertaken with the cooperation
of the humanities faculty and administration, and a faculty advisory committee is being organized
under Mr. James Heath of the
Foreign Languages Department,
Players' faculty sponsor.
THE PLAYERS will also be
working closely with Houston's
Alley Theatre for aid and advice
in various technical aspects of the
drama. Weekly meetings are in
the planning stage, with members
of the Alley staff to lecture.
The Players' calendar for the

week a t the Players'

office

in the

Memorial Center cloisters.
The third American production
of Bei-tolt Brecht's Galileo is
scheduled for the f i r s t week in
December, and in March the
Players will present three one-act
plays to be directed by students.
THE DECEMBER production
of Galileo will be directed by Mr.
John Hancock of New York, a
graduate of Harvard University
and director of the Harvard Summer Theatre for two seasons and
currently Artistic Director of the
New Repertory Theatre Company in New York. He has spent
a season with both the Brecht
Theatre in Berlin and the Piccolo
Theatre in Milan, and recently
"ONE CAUSE . . . is simply directed Brecht's Mann ist Mann
the fact that, for some reason, it (A Man's a Man) in New York.
(Continued on Page 6)
was Stalin and not Hitler whose
aggressiveness m a d e America
aware that her traditional policy
of self-isolation was now bankrupt."
But, he continued, a more basic
reason is that the American
people see this struggle in the
traditional terms of hostility to
"Old World tyrants and oppressors."
However, Dr. Toynbee cautioned against an undiscriminating
attack on anything and everything that Communism stands for
since "Communism is a tyranny
that stands, paradoxically, for
economic and social justice as
against vested interests."
"IT'S PERFORMANCE evidently falls very f a r short of its
principles; indeed, it sometimes
seems positively to belie them.
Yet these principles . . . are a
potent force in the present-day
world . . . because they express
the aspirations of the huge depressed majority of the human
race.'
He warned that stubborn oppo?,
sition to the principle of social
(Continued from Page 3)

Toynbee Warns Against Opposition
To World Trend For Social Justice
By FRYAR CALHOUN
Arnold J. Toynbee, famed British historian, opened the Semicentennial celebration Thursday by
characterizing current American
involvement in world affairs as
the most significant trend in the
nation's history.
Speaking to a packed Music
Hall, Dr. Toynbee noted the
United States' determination not
to let Soviet Russia pursue aggressive policies while this count r y stands idly by as she did
while Hitler and Mussolini rose
to power.
CALLING THE c h a n g e in
American attitude a "dramatic
reversal," he continued, "Before
1946 the American people believed that the international power game was a crime and a folly
that was peculiar to the depraved
nations of the Old World. Today,
the United States is playing the
very power game herself."
Dr. Toynbee's speech was unfortunately cut short by lack of
time. In the rest of his prepared
text he speculated about why
Americans have responded to the
Russian threat so much more
rapidly and energetically than to
the Nazi menace:

rest of this year includes a special preview performance by the
Alley Theater of Jean Anouilh's
Becket on October 23, f r e e to
Players' season ticket holders.
Season tickets are on sale this

nation, Rice must become 'one
among the universities of the nations'. . .
"THE WILLINGNESS of our
distinguished guest speakers of
the next two days . . . to share
their knowledge and wisdom while
celebrating Rice's Semicentennial
certifies to a degi'ee of intei-national standing.
"But the building of a great
university is not a task to be
completed in f i f t y years."
Dr. Pitzer continued by listing a larger graduate enrollment
and more students from outside
of Texas, including -more foreign
students, as two of his immediate goals.
DR. PITZER concluded, "Our
enthusiasm is well expressed by
the Greek inscription behind me
on Lovett Hall which is translated 'Ka<ther said Democritus,
would I discover one fact than
become King of the Persians' and
our faith by the immortal words
'The truth shall make you free'."
The ceremonies began with an
academic procession that made
its way slowly f r o m the Fondren
Library through the historic Sallyport to the court in front of
Lovett Hall.
LEADING THE academic procession was Rice's senior class of
about 400, donning their caps and
gowns for the first time. Delegates representing learned societies followed the seniors, those
from the youngest societies first,
those from the oldest, last.
The representatives from other
universities followed next, led by
the presidents of the young Uni(Continued on Page 6)

Owls Seek Win
As Riceites Flee
For Big D Spree
Hoping for two "famous f i r s t s "
—a Rice victory and a moneymaking fall dance—the S.A. will
climax the Dallas weekend with
a party at the Holiday Inn Saturday night.
THE DANCE will be the last
gasp for Riceites planning to
make Big D their home f o r the
weekend.
The city will be undergoing its
second siege of students in as
many weeks, for Texas and Oklahoma laid waste to the area last
Friday and Saturday. While not
as strong numerically, Riceites
have the advantage of finding the
city in an already-weakened state.
THEY'LL FIND SMU's football team in the same shape, but
with a beseiged history of considerably longer duration. The
Ponies have been winning games
at the astounding rate of one
per year for three years, and
Will have to upset someone to
cling to their blistering pace this
year.
A regional television audience
will discover whether that someone will be Rice, for the two
teams meet in the Cotton Bowl
before the cameras at 2 pm,
The dance is scheduled to stai't
at 9 pm. The Inn is located on the
Central Expressway (North) at
Exit Four (Fitzhugh). The price
is $2.50 per couple, and music will
be supplied by the Jades,

. . . Inspiration From The Past
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Sort, your meddling
with 'pre' could be
the^b^imjng of

Jiftt
A
and

few

minutes earlier, the assembled band

men's

chorus had

played

the subtle

and

time-honored strains of "Veni Creator Spiritus;"
shortly before that, the bold verses of
Star-Spangled Banner"

had

rung

"The

through

the

Houston Music Hall.
N o w , with dramatic fanfare, as the impressive
convocation drew to its close, the band struck
up the final number on its program. T h e

dis-

tinguished audience rose to its feet.
"All for Rice's Honor, we will fight on . . ."
A

few members of the faculty, facing three

thousand onlookers in the Hall,
singing

of

Rice's school

song.

reaching hurriedly for the

joined in the
Students,

some

thoughtfully-provided

programs, recited the words more as ritual than
as devotion.
. . n>e will be fighting,

when this day is

clone . . ."
Arnold
glanced

Toynbee,

looking a

uncomfortably

at

his

bit

bewildered,

shoes.

Eminent

scholars from around the globe stared blankly,
a little puzzled, into the crowd.
".

. . well

be fighting

G/oU and Blue

on. Rice,

for

the

..."

A u d then it was over. A benediction, a recessional—by then the audience had willingly forgotten an alma

mater

distinguished only by its

jarring inappropriateness
occasion.

for almost

any

. . .

I must mention, though hesistantly, a sixth

and final danger to our liberal education. In recent
years and for obvious reasons the claims of science
in education have been forced upon our notice,
and indeed forced down our throats.
T h e r e is no doubt that we need more science.
If Sir Charles Snow and the Secretary of Defense
say that we need it for national safety, I accept
what they say. though I should a d d that w ^ n e e d
it anyhow; the scientific way of thinking is part
of

Let's face facts: "Rice's Honor" is a fight
song. Perhaps it had a place in the rah-rah
spirit of twenty-five years ago; but Rice has
outgrown it now. T h e words, with the possible
exception of the last two lines, express sentiments
that would be better forgotten. Agreed, the
borrowed music is pretty—so pretty, in fact, that
scores of South Texas high schools have chosen
it for their own.

Lacking any distinctive or original features, it
should go the way of broomings and the shoe
scramble—relics of a school which called itself
Rice but bore little resemblance to the university
we know today.
" The Rice Hymn," far more appropriate, has
been suggested repeatedly as an admirable substitute. If campus discontent this week is any
indication, the students are ready for the change;
if their renewed enthusiasm for Rice is an indication, the Alumni too will welcome a new
alma mater which paints a truer picture of the
University.
— G . S.

its idealism and despair, its visions and its villainies,
is the sole residence in the universe of good and
evil. In view of the pressure put upon us for more
and more science, it is well to know where we
stand, and perhaps

I may be permitted to say

with dogmatic brevity where I stand myself.
First, from a utilitarian point of view, science
is essential.
Secondly, it affords an "acfmirabfe intellectual
discipline.
Thirdly, that discipline is no better than an
squally rigorous discipline in history or philosophy;
indeed I incline to regard these latter as better,
for the reason that they engage our prejudice,
and straight thinking in them is therefore an
exercise not only in logic but in objectivity, in
intellectual ethics, in the detection and control
'
of wishful thinking.

But if anyone says that a scientific education
by itself is a liberal education, and just as liberal

food for imagination andjfeeling which a scientific

as one in the humanities, I beg leave to differ.

diet can hardly supply. A n d for the estimation

My

of the goods and evils of life, imagination.- is of

reason is that science,

for the most part,

more use than logic.

their values are the most important things in the

Finally, if world opinions were consulted at this

world, indeed the only things that are intrinsically

moment, I suspect that we should be told quite

important.

bluntly that what we most need, as a people, is

Mathematics is concerned chiefly with classes

not so much more science as more of. that humane

jis such, and whether they'are classes of poets,

wisdom required to use aright the tools that science

popes, or pebbles is irrevelant. Y o u could read

has piled around us.

many volumes of physics and chemistry without

I am not belittling science, which would Be a

running across a suggestion that there is such a

stupid thing to do. I am saying that the educated

thing as consciousness in the world. Since con-

mind must have qualities of sympathy and taste

sciousness is not public and observable, as good

which science is not well calculated to supply,

scientific objects are supposed to be, even psy-

and that the substitution of

chology deals with it in a slightly shame-faced

humanistic core in liberal education would for us

way. But consciousness, with its loves and hates,

be a' mistake . . .

a sqientific for a
— B r a n d Blanshard
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Bah!
I hope
you're
burned
at the

Aha! Vou sec,
even you. have
conceived a
practical
application Por

George!
So
I
have!

0 Zeus!...
I s anything
more vicious
than an
outraged

1960.

it will be conceded that art and literature provide

ignores persons and their values, and persons and

All ideas of
worth are
dangerous!

"Rice's Honor" is an embarassing blot that
follows students wherever they go—whether to
last week's Academic Convocation, or to the
visit of the President of the United States in

Fourthly, even if this advantage is an illusion,

the equipment of any educated mind.

The whole idea's
dangerous!
Why, sraolce
will contaminate
all mankind!

given

Science, /4nt
Last week's Academ/r Festival was characterised by a
steady and understandable stress on the role of the sciences
;it Rice.
Few speakers, of course, would has-e completely agreed
with the one who arsued that the purpose of the humanities
is the "help the scientist tret on with his w o r k ; " nevertheless, a failure to grasp the objectives of a liberal
education was apparent all too often.
As a continuance of last week's dialogue, The Thresher
o f f e r s these excerpts from the lecture of the f i r s t speaker
in the Festival,—-Brand B l a n s h v d , Emeritus Professor of
Philosophy at Yale University. They should be of interest
to jjcientiat'^ftid hnmnti
guj-i- — ' ••

Vest...The
end oP an
intolerable
ignorance?

GRIFFIN SMITH
DAN TOMPKINS
EUGENE KEILIN

Editorial Asssitant
Bill Lieblich
Editorial Assistant ...Debby Romotsky
Eng. & Science
Bob Hayes
Colleges
Kathy Kindt
Faculty Advisor Dr. Donald Mackenzie
Richard Best

ROTC Students Cited
Colonel L. B. Wilby, Professor of Military Science, has announced the designation of Cadets Bill Loesch, Ronald Keating, Carlin Johnston, and Cordell Green as Distinguished
Military Students.
This award is the highest
honor which a cadet may
achieve. It is awarded to those
cadets who have shown superior achievement in both academic and military studies and
have demonstrated outstanding
leadership qualities.
iimmiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuumiiiiiiiiinifmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiim
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Remember Us As Generation
Who Held The Line, Price Says
To the E d i t o r :
D u r i n g t h e Semicentennial
t h e r e w e r e p u t f o r t h two p a r ticularly disturbing recommendations f o r f u t u r e international
relations; one by Arnold Toynbee, t h e other by M a r g a r e t
Mead.
Dr. Toynbee, strangely dep a r t i n g f r o m his praise of
A m e r i c a ' s p o s t - w a r e f f o r t s to
"stop Russia on h e r very f r o n tiers," s u g g e s t e r t h a t we t a k e
a f r i e n d l y and cooperative a t t i t u d e toward Russia and China.
This advise w a s based on his
belief t h a t t h e Communists' bellicosity stems mainly f r o m f e a r
of our power, a u d t h a t . t h e y
would calm down if we became
less militant.
M A R G A R E T MEAD went f u r t h e r : she believes t h a t it is not
the neurotic, f r u s t r a t e d , greedy
a g g r e s s o r who causes war, but
the patriotic, jovial, self-sacrificing citizen of thi'eatened n a tions: the man who holds some
things to be of higher virtue
t h a n his own 'life. In this age
when w a r m e a n s extermination,
it will be this man—this grandest and most noble of all hum a n beings—who will burn a
bloodless conquest into a cataclysm of, extinction, according
to Dr. Mead.
T H E G E N T L E English historian w a s a t least rational; if
we could be certain t h a t the
Russians and Chinese would behave if we sheathed our swords,
we should follow his advice. The
trouble is t h a t we j u s t aren't
certain. And t h e f r e e d o m of the
world—the national h e r i t a g e of
mankind—is n o t to be gambled
a w a y by t r u s t i n g the honor of
thieves.
Dr. Mead w a s more f r i g h t e n ing. She presented us with a
choice between inevitable destruction—not j u s t of freedom,
b u t of h u m a n i t y — o r surrender.
S H E DIDN'T mean simply
surrender to Russia. She meant
surrennder of those instincts
which made us human: compassion for our fellows when they
are threatened by injustice, accident, or murderous attack;
concern for values beyond the
self, for soil, for religion, for
a way of life; the simple abilit y to hold together and preserve
a« social unit, without which human achievement would be nil. I
used the past tense in an anthropological sense, for it was
these instances which, coupled
with intelligence, enabled man
to create civilization.
I don't really believe that

such basic instincts can ever be
completedy eliminated, by education or any other means. But
if they were, the species Homo
Sapiens would be destroyed j u s t
a s certainly as by t h e cobalt
bomb. F o r we would sink to the
leved of overencephalated gorillas whose race is dying because i t h a s lost all semblance
of social coherence and vigor.
I F I T CAME to question of
whether it would be better f o r
mankind to go down f i g h t i n g
—to die in a f l a s h of glory—
to meekly submit to slavery or
bestiallity, whichever it m a y be,
I would h a v e to hesitate, and
probably choose t h e f i r s t .
But i t isn't necessary. We
a r e n ' t dead yet, and I think
mankind h a s enough sense to
s t a y alive f o r a while, even in
the atomic age. So let's not
m a k e any r a s h decisions. I
would r a t h e r be a member of
t h e Generation Who Held the
Line t h a n the Generation Who
Surrendered.
EDDIE PRICE
Hanszen '65

Stockwell Asks:
What O f Passes
To Schirra Meet?
To the Editor:
I was very interested to discover from last week's Thresher
that Mr. Schirra came to Rice
as a 'visiting professor" in the
Distinguished Lecturers p r o gram. To whom did he profess?
I haye heard from several
sources the rumor that each college distributed fifteen passes,
but neither the method nor even
the fact of their distribution has
been published in Will Rice College.
ALTHOUGH I have a great
personal admiration for Mr.
Schirra, I would suggest that
the group to which he 'professed" may have been quite in
keeping with Mr. Schirra's academic qualifications.
Let us waste rto opportunities
to publish the name "Rice University" far and wide; but let
us not dignify with the name of
"visiting professorship" a press
conference to which the academic community is not invited.
—DONALD STOCKWELL
Will Rice. '64
The Rice development Office, through
Mr. Tim Osborne and Mr. Howard
Thompson, made available 75 guest
passes to the Rice student body for

(Continued on Page 3)
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On The Senate's Role
By BOB CLARKE
The events of the past week
should have made it perfectly
clear that Rice University enjoys
the respect and support not only
of the residents of Houston, but
of the academic world.
TIME AND again attention
was called to the position of
leadership in academic achieve
ment which Rice has assumed—
a leadership which will continue
to extend itself beyond the immediate Southwest area.
Just as the University constantly strives to lead and excel
in the areas of academic excellence, student government should
endeavor to do the same. It is
not enough merely to rest on our
laurels and quietly observe that
student government is effective
at Rice or that our student gov
ernment is better than someone
else's.
WORKING through the college system student government
at Rice has a decided advantage
since it is able to bring its activities closer to the constituents.
I regret that so much mistrust
semes to exist among the colleges

THRESHING(Continued from Page 2)
the Schirra press conference.
The passes were divided equally
among the colleges and distributed by
them as the presidents saw fit.
At the Sunday afternoon conference,
however, an additional 200 seats were
empty while dozens of students were
refused admission to the Grand Ballroom.—Ed.

Best Denounces
Rice's 'Inertia*
On Racial Question
To the Editor:
This letter is written to second Mr. Swanzy's question of
last week concerning the admission of qualified students of
all races to the University. Indeed everyone seems to agree in
principle, but no one will ever
take any action.
The Rice University cannot
now pretend to serve all the
citizens of Houston, to say nothing of the South or the nation.
On the international level, it is
regrettable that Rice is unable
to educate any students from
the emerging African nations.
DOUBTLESS THERE a r e
those will point to the shameful example of Ole Miss, but the
fact remains that this is Texas,
not Mississippi, and both the
University of Houston and SMU
were desegregated this fall
quite without incident.
How long will it take to overcome this monumental inertia?
Perhaps for the present we
should change the inscription in
Hamman Hall to read, "Go
where he will. The white man
only is at home."
RICHARD A. BEST, JR.
Hanszen '65

Students Question
Crowd's Taste
A t Gyorgyi Talk
To the Editor:
We consider ourselves very
privileged to have been able to
attend the lecture given by Dr.
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi last Friday. It is hard to express in
words the praise he deserves for
the content and presentation of
(Continued on Page 7)

in determining what the relationship of the Senate and colleges
should be.
The Senate does not question
that those matters involving the
individuals in a particular college or the activities of that college should be left in the hands
of the respective college governments; those problems which
confront several colleges or the
student body as a whole should
be the consideration of the
Senate.
More important than this distinction, however, is the uncertainty as to what exactly the
Senate is to do once it determines
its area of operation. Initially
the Senate must represent the
members of the Student Association to the faculty the administration, other universities, the
City of Houson, and the nation.
IT MUST ALSO represent the
interests and general welfare of
the student body and work actively to see that these interests and
desires are satisfied.
In a recent letter to the editor,
a senator remarked that "dynamism in student government" and
"vision of purpose" is in the
colleges, and that the colleges
should be the "cornerstone" of
student government. It is not
really important where the cornerstone of student government
is. but it is significant why the
dynamism and purpose is said to
be in the colleges.
THE A N S W E R is fairly
simple. It is there because the
members of the college governments recognize opportunity and
potential and are willing to work
for the development of their colleges. If all the members of the
Senate who have chosen to work
on the all-school level of government would t a c k l e their
assignments with the same enthusiasm and imagination as do
the colleges, the Senate could
enjoy the same dynamism and
vision of purpose.
It is quite clear after only
brief investigation that student
government at Rice is more respected than that at many other
schools in this region, yet is Rice
exerting any real leadership? Do
other schools look to Rice student government for ideas and
direction ?
Perhaps they do in some cases,
but there is must work yet to bedone. There are further areas for
legitimate student involvement
in University policy formation
which have not been explored.
There is an expressed desire on
the part of at least one member
of the Board of Governors that
students have more direct contact with that group.
THE CURRENT concern over
finances and the general direction of the University are both
problems of definite interest to
the students, and responsible
thought and suggestions as to
their solutions will be welcomed
by the University administrators.
My point, then, is this. It is
time that student leaders put
away worries of "button down
collar demagogues" and "petty
politics" and seriously consider
the problems at hand.
I challenge the Senate and the
student body to recognize the
opportunity before them and* to
accept the responsibiliteis that
will make Rice student government much more effective tTian it
already is, and will cause it tb
enjoy a posf$Ubi of positive leadership among universities.

'Golden Years' Has Air Of Healthy Pride

By RICHARD DARILEK
A featured highlight of Rice's
Semicentennial year celebration
and the annual Homecoming
activities was the campus premiere on Saturday afternoon, October IS, of a movie entitled
"The Golden Years."
This film, which was well attended by alumni, faculty, and
students, reviewed the vast panorama of people, events, and
developments which have marked
the Rice growth—from concep-

TOYNBEE(Continued from Page 1)
justice as well as the tyrany of
Communism will alienate "the
poverty-stricken majority of mankind."
"THEREFORE," he continued,
"I should say that when we, the
rich minority, are opposing Communism, we ought all the time to
be searching our hearts . . . If we
ever catch ourselves opposing
Communism, not in defense of its
victims, but in defense of our
own vested interest in the preservation of our own wealth, we
ought to take that as a dangersignal and to draw back."

tion in 1912 through virtual
maturity in 1962, from Institute
to University.
SPONSORED by the Alumni
Association, or, more correctly,
produced by Ruth and Shad E.
Graham as a token of their
appreciation of this school. "The
Golden Years" especially prepared for initial showing during
the Semicentennial.
ON THE WHOLE, all the
technical work seemed to be
painstakingly well done — even
t h e imaginative interplay of
background music — an is certainly a tribute to the "love and
gratitude" with which the Grahams admittedly produced the
film.
Certain questions, however, are
raised by the content of the
narrative, which is attributed to
Grace Leake Watts. The theme
of "The Golden Years" is evidently "gi-eatness."
That word or a derivation
thereof is employed throughout
the production at least twenty
times in describing Rice. The
point is this: if a school, its professors, and everything about it
is admittedly great, does one
have to keep reiterating this over
and over ? Or is more accomplished in overall objectives if one

Dr. Toynbee's speech concluded
that the striking thing about the
United States was "the American people's generosity . . . characteristic of the American spirit.
. . . Here, as I see it, lies the
hope for the future of theUnited
States, and therefore, also for the
future of the world."

Make-Up Pictures
for the Campanile

presents the facts and lets the
intelligent audience deduce the
only obvious conclusion ?
THEN TOO, the transitions
from one scene to another seemed weak—partly because they
were constantly being summed
up by that ever-popular word
(that's right — "great") and
partly because, when they were
not, some other all-encompassing
adjective or weak conclusion was
substituted.
# n the other hand, this attitude can, in some ways, be defended. Viewed in a different
light, "The Golden Years" has
a certain spirit about it which
does issue forth, despite evident
weakness and hasty generalizations. It assumes an air of
healthy pride, one which undoubtedly projects f r o m the
author but which also permeates the listener.
IT PORTRAYS Rice not as a
school of isolated machines but
as a home for human beings
pursuing common ends.
Finally, it serves to remind
everyone that while Iiice University now rides high on the
recent was of timely publicity,
it will take a serious effort in
terms of industry and productivity to keep it there.

THE SIGN TO BUILD
YOUR I FUTURE OK •
UNIVERSITY

Wednesday, October 24
11-2
CAMPANILE office

SAVINGS

TIMES
BARBERSHOP
In the Village

Flattop Specialty
2434 Times
JA 8-9440

•
8 1 3 5 KIRBY DRIVE

w

5 2 2 5 B E L L A I R E BLVD.

BILL WILLIAMS
RESTAURANT
Featuring Both Dining Room & Curb Service

Barbara Barrow, Don Hasty, Lee Schroeder, and
Bruce Herron enjoying a delicious chicken dinner at Bill
Williams.

6515 South Main

JA 3-8886
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G. P. THOMSON SAYS

Emphasis In Physics Shifting
By ALFRED LOWEY-BALL
Speaking fluently* with a pronounced E n g 1 i s h accent, Sir
George Paget Thomson, Noble
Prize-winning p h y s i c i s t and
Master of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, declared that it
was his hope man's space interests be developed along scientific rather than military lines.
The topic of Sir George's lecture, "Fifty Years of Physics and

Their Consequences," allowed him
to range over the last halfcentury freely, picking out the
significant achievements in physics. He stressed their relevancy
to the student, the teacher and
the public. In 1912 physics had
little practical effect upon the
world; now, everywhere that
study is respected and served.
AMONG THE more practical
manifestations of physics, Sir
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George mentioned the radio, the
aeroplane and the television while
in the theoretical field he pointed
to the Bohr atom, the acceptance
of Einstein's Relativity, the quantum theory, crystallography, the
atom bomb and the present-day
exploits in space.
YET FOR ALL those brilliant attainments, Sir George
singled out the electronic computer for special praise. As an
explanation he used an analogy
between this machine and the invention of printing.
The British Noble Prize-winner sees in the past half-century
the culmination of a long transsi stional period, stretching from
Copernicus to Einstein. The Rennaissance had proclaimed anew
the importance of- man, but then,
"emphasis shifted from man to
earth, to sun, to our galaxy and
now to nowhere in particular."
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Sjgaffieaaee Of Regalia ReveaM:
Degree, School Determine Stylet
By MILTON STEFFEN
An interesting feature of the
inauguration and Semicentennial
ceremonies was the wide variety
of academic regalia worn by the
scholars participating.
In the United States, academic
dress consists of three parts:
the gown, the hood, and the cap.
THE BACHELOR'S gown has
pointed sleeves and is made of
serge or worsted material. The
Master's gown has closed sleeves
with arm slits and is made of
the same or silk. The Doctor's
gown is made of silk and has
rounded sleeves. The Doctor's
gown is trimmed with black velvet down the front and with three
bars of the same material on the
sleeves.
Sometimes the trimming on the
Doctor's gown is colored to denote the subject of the degree.
An exception to the standard
black gowns is the Harvard
crimson as worn by Dr. Carey
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Croneis and Dr. Floyd Lear.
THE CAP is black like the
gown, and is of the mortarboard form. The tassel is black
and is fastened to the center of
the top of the cap. The Doctor's
tassel may be of gold thread.
The hood is of the same material as the gown. It is lined
with the colors of the school
from which the degree was conferred. The binding of the hood
is of the color of the subject of
the degree. The red, blue, green,
yellow, and brown stoles worn by
the, seniors denote the color of
the seniors college.
THE RICE Marshals wore special gowns of gray trimmed with
blue. It is the Marshals' job to
organize and carry out all
academic ceremonies of the Universtiy. The Marshals serve a
term of seven years.
The dress of the scholars from
foreign nations is somewhat different. The Doctors of the English Universities wear a red
hood and a red gown. The French
University gowns are very colorful, with the coloring denoting
the professor's chosen field. A
stiff round high hat is worn instead of the mortarboard.
The forked stick carried by
Margaret Mead denotes a broken
ankle which she received two
yeai-s ago.

Seaborg Relates
Unity of Science
With Humanities

V^HITE-COATED
LAB-LOON

By JOHN ROBERT BEHRMAN
Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, spoke on the "Partnership of Science With the Arts
and Humanities" at the Rice -University Associates' dinner last
Thursday evening at the Grand
Ballroom of the Rice Hotel.
Dr. Seaborg was one of three
Nobel Prize winners attending
the Semicentennial and is a longtime associate of Rice President
K. S. Pitzer.
After recounting the advance
of science in several fields over
the last half century, Dr. Seaborg
told of several contributions
which modern technology has recently made to several of the
humanities. He explained how
the latest scientific techniques
have aided the inquiries of the
archeologist and historian.
DR. SEABORG told of one
case where scientists frt>m the
Brookhaven National Laboratories were able to aid the historian
in probing the mystery of Napoleon's death. Descriptions of
Napoleon's laat days compiled by
historians and Neutron Activation
Analysis data from a lock of Napoleon's hair showing a concentration of arsenic 13 times normal level combine to discredit official descriptions of the cause of
death as cancer.
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Don't let this girl's costume fool you. She's not really a
mad scientist. She's a girl-ra real, live girl. It's just that
she has to prove something—to herself and to her family.
She has to prove that she has a brain and that, if she
ever has to compete with men on their own. terms, she
can do it—and win. But she really doesn't want to com
pete with men. In her heart she wants to attract men
and eventually, marry one. The girl watcher should not
let this situation disturb him, however.
If the girl is watchable, she should be watched, no
matter what her motives or ambitions may be. The same
thing is true of a cigarette. If it's smokeable, it should be
smoked—and Pall Mall is the most smokeable of all!
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'Mankind Must Live Within
Laws Of N a t u r e ' - - M e a d
Author, Scientist
Shows Sympathy
For Jones Coeds

Overflow Crowd
Hears Respected
Anthropologist

.-fir
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By LYN MARTIN
Is man capable of living in the
world which he has developed 1
This was the question raised by
Margaret Mead as she spoke in
the over-crowded Rice Memorial
Center Friday afternoon. The
crowd of 3000 in a room originally set up to seat 1700 was
evidence of the noted anthropologist's popularity on the Rice campus.
MANY IN the audience were
impressed by Dr. Mead's completely natural manner of speaking. Her talk was extemporaneous. "She didn't stand there and
read a learned paper," one student
remarked. "She just talked to us."
In treating the subject of
"Changing Estimates of Human
Potentialities" Dr. Mead told her
audience that man has always
questioned his contemporaries'
capacity to cope with a given situation.
"CRISES OF doubt occur when
human groups are confronted
with great contrasts between
themselves and other groups, be-

By DEBBY ROMOTSKY
Margaret Mead entertained the
women of Jones during the Semicentennial celebration with an
informal after-dinner talk followed by a question and answer period.

MARGARET MEAD
. . not by changing our genes.
tween one generation and another, between the world in which
their forbears lived and their
own world, or the world towards
which they are consciously moving."
According to Dr. Mead, man
has two fears today. First, he
doubts that so-called primitive
people will learn essential political and technal skills "in time."
(Continued on Page 8)
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Dr. Mead began by revealing
her first impressions of the position of the coed on the Rice
campus. She endeared herself to
the Jones girls by sympathizing
with their position as the lone
feminine, humanistically-oriented
segment on a technologically-centered, male-dominated campus.
ON EARLY marriages, a subject near and dear to the hearts
of her audience, the speaker indicated her belief that it is early
parenthood which is most detrimental to society.
The speaker saw the child-rearing years as "wasted ones" for a
mother. She urged every young
l
(Continued on Page 8)

Mead On Mississippi
Entertaining questions informally at Hanszen College last
Wednesday, Margaret Mead gave an anthropological opinion on a
question precipitated by the Oxford affair.
Asked if there was a defined and significant "Southern
Culture," she explained that anthropologists consider the United
States in six cultural divisions—"the South-East (the Old-South
area), Texas, the South-West, the West, the North-West, and
the North-East." Reaction to given stimuli, she said, was significantly influenced by the division in which the stimuli were applied.
She added rather quietly that the "federal government would
do well to heed the different temperaments of these divisions
before it acts."

76.4% of all girls develop mentally and
emotionally by living away from home for
at least one year—Ask any girl.
Paid Advt.
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MIT's Shannon Sees Automation
As 'Second Industrial Revolution'
By GEARY EPPLEY
Automation, the replacing of
man's control function by computer equipment which began in
this century with the development
of the dial telephone system, can
be called the second industrial
revolution. It will lead to a higher
standard of living. It will be accompanied by sociological problems.
THIS IS THE opinion expressed by Dr. Claude E. Shannon,
Donnor Professor of Science at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, author of the definitive work on information histctry,
and former research mathematician at Bell Telephone
In his addi-ess at Hamman Hall
Friday afternoon, he stated that
"the second industrial revolution
may replace man at all levels
from the factory hand to the skilled" professional."
He hailed the development o£
the transistor as a breakthrough
of major importance but noted
that recent developments in the
field of microminiturization have
outdated the transistor as much
as the transistor outdated the
vacuum tube.
DR. SHANNON predicted that
an orgy of experimental programming would lead to a rapid expansion of computer applications.
He noted work being done in the
fields qf language translation, le-

*

gal research, and medical diagnosis. One machine has composed
a musical work, "Suite for the
Iliac."
"One can design a machine that
performs an intellectual task better than oneself," he said, and
told of a man who programmed a
computer to play checkers and
was beaten by it the very first
time.
He predicted that a high grade
"eye" which can be coupled to a
computer will be developed in the
next two decades.
In closing, Shannon doilbted we
would have to worry about machines becoming smarter than
ourselves in the foreseeable future. He concluded, "If we can
make machines smarter than we
are, we could perhaps then make
them wiser than we are, so they
could perhaps lead us to peaceful coexistence."
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Our future is in the hands of men not yet hired
At Western Electric we play a vital role in
helping meet the complex needs of America's
vast communications networks. And a career
at Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of
the nation-wide Bell Telephone System, offers
young men the exciting opportunity to help us
meet these important needs.
Today, Western Electric equipment reduces
thousands of miles to fractions of seconds. Even
so, we know that our present communications
systems will be inadequate tomorrow; and we
are seeking ways to keep up with—and anticip a t e — t h e future. For instance, right now
Western Electric engineers are working on
various phases of solar cell manufacture,
miniaturization, data transmission, futuristic
telephones, electronic central offices, and
computer-controlled production lines—to name
just a few.
To perfect the work now in progress and
launch many new communications products,
projects, procedures, and processes not yet in
the mind of man — we need quality-minded

engineers. If you feel that you can meet our
standards,' consider the opportunities offered
by working with our company. In a few short
years, you will be Western Electric.
Challenging opportunities exist now at Western
Electric for electrical, mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts,
and business majors. All qualified applicants will receive careful consideration for employment without
regard to race, creed, color or national origin. For more
information about Western Electric, write College Relations, Western Electric Company, Room 6 2 0 6 , 2 2 2
Broadway, New York 38, New York. And be sure to
arrange for a Western Electric interview when our
college representatives visit your campus.

MANUFACTURING ANO SUMlT

•

UNIT OF t H t M I L SYSTEM

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. J.t Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.;
Winston-Salem, N. C.j Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. TeleUve Corporation, Skokle, III., and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters; 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
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EXTOLS SCHOLAR-GENTLEMAN

Scholar Calls For
Blaithard Condemn Apathy, Inlfomity'Divine Discontent'
As Handicaps Ta Excellence In Edneation

reality. Art and literature provide food for imagination and
feeling. And for estimation of
the goods and evils of life, imagination is of more use than logic."
MOVING TO the evils of uniformity, Dr. Blanshard said,
"Surrender to the mass mind is
one of our chief dangers. Crowds
cannot think, nor journals, nor
radios, nor even universities. Only
individuals can think."
With a lighter touch, he deplored the unfortunate American
ideals of masculine and feminine
perfection.
"Youth, romance, and the bloom
of beauty have been so played
up that the woman who has
moved beyond them, however
much a person, is apt to feel forlorn.
ALRAY FOREIGN FILMS
"On the other hand, as H. G.
5006 Fulton
OR 3-9694
Wells pointed out, the ideal
North Freeway to Cavalcade
American man is a square-jawed,
FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
two-fisted fellow, cool in crises,
OCT. 19 - 20 -.21
ungiven to words, but much given
TWO INGMAR BERGMAN
to deeds that spring straight
CLASSICS
from a heart of gold.
"THE SEVENTH SEAL"
"THIS IDEA has tarnished the
"SMILES OF A
gentle lives of the scholar, the
SUMMER NIGHT"
thinker, the poet, and the artist
(Spoken in Swedish—English
with a suspicion of unmanliness.
Titles)
To the two-fisted type there is
Open Fri., Sat., 6:45 Sun. 1:45
something a little effete and de. . . This ad with one paid
cadent about them."
admission will admit one «•
Finally, he said that intellecfree
tual distinction receives little hon"ALLRAY FOREIGN FILMS
or or respect in this country. The
. . Entertainment to perfection
human mind needs an atmosphere
in adult atmosphere for disof encouragement.
criminating movie Jans"
"A truly educated man," the

By EDDIE PRICE
"The test of a university is
the sort of person it produces."
Speaking on this theme to an
enthusiastic audience Thursday,
Dr. Brand Blanshard, Sterling
Professor-Emeritus of Philosophy
from Yale continued, "but American education is producing far
fewer great men than it should."
DR. BLANSHARD stated that
the new demands of science, the
pressure toward uniformity, overdifferentiation of the sexes, and
apathy toward intellectual distinction are among the forces
which are handicapping our efforts toward excellence.
"Science, for the most part, ignores persons and their values.
It gives no recognition to consciousness, which is the only true

The Hottest Vocal Group in Jazz

LAMBERT, NENDRICKS
& BAVAN

BRAND BLANSHARD
. . imagination is of more u s e . "
Yale professor argued in the early part of his speech, "combines
breadth of interest with sound
judgment. He has the ability to
see things in terms of their consequences, and possesses a firm
set of values. He keeps his emotions and impulses under control."
DR. BLANSHARD cited several examples of such men who
had been educated in English universities, and noted that Americans were particularly able to
combine vigor and balance with
a rigorous education.
But the atmosphere is wrong.
"As education becomes m o r e
wide-spread, the dead weight of
number may pull it down; its attractive power may no longer be
sufficient to pull them up. Only
one thing will. That is the buoyant magnetism of living examples
scattered about the land, minds
of light and sweep, persons that
we can admire and envy and seek
to emulate."
Make-Up Pictures
for the Campanile
Wednesday, October 24
11-2
CAMPANILE office

By ROY LOWEY-BALL
"American education is second
to none to any country in the
world," declared Henri M. Peyre,
noted authority on European literature. Mr. Peyre, a French Legion of Honor recipient, commented on a wide range of American
achievements and failures last
Friday afternoon at the Physics
Amphitheater.
Peyre stated that America has
overcome a problem no other
country in the world possessed;
education of a "heterogeneous"
mass of people.
THE YALE professor stressed
the need for a "critical spirit" in
Amrican youth. "Let us be nothing if not critical," he said. "Perhaps our greatest failure (is that)
we have not trained the critical
spirit enough."
"Ever since Sputnik we have
had a complex of fear and inferiority. There is an urgency here,
that right now . . . we must act
to change the future . . .Obviously Americans are not content,"
Peyre noted.
Professor Peyre, now a citizen
of this country, stated that Amer-

(Continued from Page 1)
Preliminary tryouts for Galileo
are being held this week and will
continue Wednesday and Friday
evenings at 7 pm in 104 Anderson
Hall. A meeting for all persons
interested in any technical aspects of production will be hefii
Thursday at 8 pm in the same location. Non-actors may contact
Schiltz, production coordinator
for CfaTileo, if they are not able
to attend the Thursday meeting.
An informal get-together for
all people interested in working
with the Players this year will
be held in the Grand Ballroom of
the Memorial Center from 2 to 5
pm Sunday, October 28. Guests
will be presented with refreshments and information and will
have a chance to meet other
Players. Interested students are
requested to call Beverly Wehking, JA 4-4990, or sign the
sheet outside the Players' office.
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HE STRESSED the fact that
there is a "void" in Americans'
lives: "Family ties are looser,
security is very important in
America. I believe there is a void
created by American moves . . .
Old-fashioned truisms are gone.
Youth in college is . . . distinguished. It would take very little
for the American youth to become
radical."
"Facts have to be interpreted
qualitatively, not quantitatively
. . . the important thing is to
reach conclusions and make value
judgments," added Peyre.
The scholar spoke out against
the "Babel of Specialization" and
conformity: "We have to have
rebels and divine discontent.
Rebels are the inventive ones."

PLAYERS-

with

Cullen Auditorium

icans must re-examine subjects
and methods, strive for quality,
redefine goals, and train more
leaders with excellence.

Just right for your after-game party. For reservation
information write P. O. Box 2700, Arlington, Texas.
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HENRI PEYRE
'.. there is an urgency here.

INAUGURAL(Continued from Page 1)
versity of Dallas and Harvey
Mudd College. Allan Nevins, repersenting Oxford, founded in
1100, occupied the position of honor at the rear of the group of
350 delegates.
RICE'S FACULTY, s p e c i a l
guests, the board of governors,
the inaugural speaker and President Pitzer moved last to the
platform.
The inauguration itself was one
of the highlights of the most important three days in Rice's yearlong celebration of its golden anniversary.
In addition to Dr. Glennan,
eighteen world-reknowned scholars delivered public lectures from
university podiums Thursday and
Friday, while three other speakers were occupying banquet head
tables.
IN A SECOND academic convention, held Thursday in the
downtown Music Hall, Rice presented medals of honor to 27 outstanding scholars.
The recipients of the medals included Nobel and Pulitzer prize
winners, as well as representatives of letters, arts and sciences
from all over the world.
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GOLDWATER A CRIMINAL?

sued a statement charging Goldwater with "meddling" in CU
affairs and attempting to make
political hay out of the issue.
A student disciplinary board
last week refused to act against
charges by writing that Atkin's Mitcham, author of the article in
proposals would produce a student question.
newspaper without value to an
academic community.
Make-Up Pictures
Although apologies were issued
for the Campanile
to Goldwater early in the fray,
Wednesday, October 24
Goldwater has not accepted them,
11-2
CAMPANILE office
and has continued to attack the
university. Newton has since is-

Senator, Paper Clash A t CU

BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)—An
article in the Colorado Daily, student newspaper at the University
By RICHARD BEST
of Colorado, has caused a major
This weekend the Rice Wesley furor in this small college town
Foundation will act as host for outside of Denver.
the Texas Methodist Student
The article, written by philosoMovement's seminar on "The
phy major and senior Carl MitChurch and AffJugnt Society."
cham, referred, in the context of
THE SEMINAR will consist of a literary discussion of national
lectures by the Rev. Das Kelly politics, to Sen. Barry M. GoldBurnett, formerly Professor of water (R-Ariz.) calling him at
Christian Ethics at the Episcopal one point a ". . . fool, a mounteTheological Seminary of the bank, a murder (sic), no better
Southwest. The participants will than a common criminal." The aralso visit a local "affluent par- ticle also spoke disparagingly of
ish" and have an opportunity to several other U. S. politicians, intalk at length with business and cluding President Kennedy.
professional men in an attempt
GOLDWATER, notified of the
to understand the problems of
appearance of the article by Colotheir occupations.
rado conservatives, demanded an
Saturday night the group will apology from all concerned on
make a field trip to a local club the CU campus. He later got apolto observe affluency at leisure. ogies from CU president Quigg
Newton and editor Gary Althen,
DR. GEORGE N. Shuster, As- but not from Mitcham. Mitcham
sistant to the President, Univer- wrote Goldwater, demanding that
sity of Notre Dame, will present the senator take up the issue with
two lectures on "Catholic Educa- the author of the statement, not
tion" and "Religion Behind the with university authorities.
Iron Curtain" in the Grand Hall
Mitcham's article and a preof the RMC, Thursday and Friday vious Daily editorial calling for
nights at 7:15 pm.
reform of intercollegiate football
Dr. Shuster, a Roman Catholic were injected post haste into
layman and author, has served Colorado politics, for Colorado is
the government in the State De- one of the few states where
partment and in the U. S. Com- boards of regents for the state
mission for UNESCO. A former
President of Hunter College,
Shuster also served as Land Commissioner of Bavaria in post-war
Germany.

universities are elected by popular referendum. Republican regent candidate Dale Atkins of
Denver immediately promised to
initiate an investigation <®Fthe
Daily and other "subversive" influences at the university.
COLORADO DAILY editor Althen has a n s w e r e d Atkin's
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THRESHING(Continued from Page 3)
his lecture.

Si
Hungry for

We feel, however, that the
audience did Dr. Gyorgyi a disservice during his lecture. When
he quipped that a dead cat could
not "mess up the carpet," the
audience gave him a spontaneous
round of applause. Perhaps the
so-called "sophisticated" audience
grabbed at this bit of humor as
the most intelligible thing in the
lecture.

flavor

Tareytortsj
rot it!
H j H

DR. GYORGYI made many
statements during his lecture
worthy of spontaneous applause,
but this was not one of them,
and we are sure that he did not
intend for it to be. At best, it
was Only used to clarify a point.
It is indeed a shame that the
audience elevated such a trivial
statement to something worthy
of applause. Justly deserved
applause is the greatest tribute
one can pay a speaker — undeserved applause is an insult.
—Donna Hartung, '63
—Levoy Hartung, Grad.
Make-Up Pictures
for the Campanile
Wednesday, October 24
11-2
CAMPANILE office
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By DEBBY ROMOTSKY
"The Cultural Common Market" was the subject developed
by Louis Landre, Professor of
Languages and Literature a t the
University of Paris, in his speech
to an overflow crowd in the
Physics Amphitheatre on Friday,
October 12.
M. LANDRE, who is current-
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ly Visiting Professor of French
at Rice, indicated the development of the cultural ties which
bind not only the members of the
Common Market, but all the nations of Western Europe, and
which now seem ripe for "a
revival of the cultural unity of
the past ages."
Including such non-M a r k e t
countries as England, Spain,
Austria, and Switzerland in his
discussion, M. Landre stressed
that, "commercial and industrial
agreements between nations do
not beget culture." Rather, it is
close associated over many centuries which cause individual
cultures to develop interpedently.
THE DISTINGUISHED Professor Landre pointed to various
agreements and alliances which
have served to aid the develop-

RICE STUDENTS
AND THEIR FAMILIES
n
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4 EVENING LECTURES

ment of the potpourri of culture: from the Pax Romana,
through Chalemagne, the Renaissance, and the Reformation,
ties which would have a permanent force were being formed.
The speaker stressed the fact
that the Common Market, a
trade unit, had "no intention of
erecting an economic wall against
themselves," as cai\ be seen by
their commerce with the other
nations of the world.
M. Landre held great hope for
both Common Market—the economic and the cultural—and indicated his hope t h a t they will
soon be merged into one distinct
unit.

Wiess Features
Learned Guests
In College Talks
D u r i n g the Semicentennial,
Wiess college conducted a series
of informal discussions with the
various visiting scholars. These
sessions were held following the
noon meal in the Wiess Commons.
Wednesday saw historian Arnold Toynbee conducting a hurried half hour session which
covered and solved all the world's
many and varied problems. Professor Toynbee saw cooperation
as the only way in which the
major powers can avoid mutual
devastation.
LOOKING INTO the future,
Toynbee proposed that the United
States revamp the Constitution in
order to give the majority of
U.S. citizens a greater participation in government. Similarly
looking ahead, Sir G e o r g e
Thompson forecast a breakthrough in the study of fundamental particles and doubted that
the computer would ever be able
to make any real discoveries.
Later in the week, Professor
Louis Landre of the University
of Paris was able to say in a very
similar vein that France would
accept German reunification as a
matter of course since the two
nations have effected a complete
reconciliation since World War II.

October 22-25, 7:30-8:30 P.M.

V I R G I L R. T R O U T
Of Lubbock, Texas
* Member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
* Member of the Victoria Institute of Great Britain
.
* Selected for Leaders of American Science, 1961, 1962, 1963
Monday

—"BELIEF IN GOD"
(Retreat from Reality or Reckoning of Reason?)
Tuesday —"CHRISTIANITY & SCIENCE"
(Contrary Creeds or Critical Companions?)
Wednesday—"A CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE"
(Impossible Integration or Inseparable Ideologies?)
Thursday —"HUMAN SUFFERING"
(Enduring Enigma of Emancipation Edict?)
VIRGIL R. TROUT, dynamic young speaker, has served as lecturer on
"The Relationship of Christianity and Science" to student groups of the
following colleges and universities:
i

Cornell U. (New York), U. of New Mexico, Eastern New Mexico
U., Oklahoma State, Panhandle A & M (Oklahoma), Southwestern
State (Oklahoma), Kansas State, U. of Kansas, U. of California,
Harding College (Arkansas), Michigan State, M.I.T., Memphis
State (Tennessee), U. of Tennessee Medical School, U. of Mississippi, Northeastern Institute of Christian Education (Pennsylvania), Texas Tech, Lubbock Christian College, Sul Ross, U. of
Texas, Abilene Christian College, Texas Christian U., West
Texas State, South Plains College.

HEAR THESE LECTURES NIGHTLY
4011 West Bellfort at Stella Link
(Reach via Stella Link, between South Main and Bellaire Blvd.)

MARRIAGE(Continued f r o m Page 5)
woman to have enough knowledge
before her children are born so
that she can use these years for
thinking even though she is unable to do any actual study.
WHEN QUESTIONED about
the reknowned strength of wedding vows, the anthropologist indicated that she would like to
see society adapt a new attitude
toward this institution, whereby
here would be different degrees
of marriage available.
The least permanent variety
of marriage would carry with it
the stipulation t h a t no children
might be born. A f t e r that, the
endurance of the union would
vary directly as the number of
children born to a couple.

By STEFAN OFFENBACH
Houston entertainment features
holdovers f r o m previous weeks
which will remove the work hangover from foggy Rice minds.
Among these are "The Death
of Bessie Smith" and "One Finger
Exercise," held over a t The Hamletj "Images f r o m the Stone," a
lithography exhibit a t the Contemporary Arts Museum; and
"Almost Angels" and "Lady and
the Tramp," two movies by the
very sophisticated W. Disney,
showing a t the Delman.
"Structured Sculpture," an exhibit of the works of four pupils
of Yale's Josef Albers, will be in
Hamman Hall until October 26.

Thursday, October 18. Berl Senofsky,
noted violinist will play for the Civic
Music Association in the Music Hall
at 8:15 p.m. "The Pigeon That Took
Rome," a comedy starring Charleton
Heston and Elsa Martinelli, will open
at the Metropolitan. The Playhouse
will open "The Threepenny Opera" with
Marietta Marich.
Friday, October 19, the Contemporary
Arts Museum will present Rudolph
Valentino in "Blood and Sand." The
picture will be shown at 7:30 and 9:30
p.m. in Jones Hall of the University
of St. Thomas.
Saturday and Sunday, in Dallas, the
Gramegoer can see the 1962 State Fair
of Texas. The! Broadway hit, "Carnival,"
will be shown in the Fair Music Hall.
The most convenient performances will
be Saturday or Sunday at 2:30 or
Saturday, at 8:30. The "Ice Capades"
will also be at the Fair, as will many
SMU girls. Six Flags Over Texas, an
amusement park located midway between Dallas and Ft. Worth, is also
still open.
Monday and Tuesday, the . Houston
Symphony will present Leonard Pennario, playing Bartok's Third Piano
Concerto, as well as works by TchaikovBky and Hovaness.
Monday-Thursday, Virgil R. Trout of
Lubbock, Texas will present a series
of lectures analyzing the Christian faith
in the mid 20th-century at 4011 West
Bellfort.
Wednesday, the Alley Theatre opens
its new season with Jean Anoulih's
"Becket." This is another version of
the famous story of the political murder
of
Henry
II's
ill-fated
conscience,
Thomas a Becket. As are all Nina
Vances' productions, this play is well
worth the money and time stolen- from
one's beloved studies.

MEAD AT RMC-(Continued from Page 5)
Second, he doubts that we have
in our own advanced society
enough good brains to cope with
the new scientific discoveries and
their applications.
BOTH OF THESE fears, she
said, are groundless. "We underestimate the ability and ease with
which men can learn what it was
very difficult f o r other men to
invent."
The real problem modern man
has is his willingness to die f o r
the values he believes in. This is
an instinct which we can trace
as f a r back as the baboons.
At one time, Dr. Mead pointed
out, such an instinct made sense.
One man might die in order to
make a better or safer world f o r
his wife, his children, or his society. Today, however, those
people we are fighting f o r would
die too.
THE HUMAN society has no
built in capacity to save itself.
We must have new political institutions which make it possible
to live and work instead of f i g h t
and die."

'ONE'S A MEAL'
Brooks System Sandwich Shops

Fine Food For Everyone
2520 Amherst
IN THE VILLAGE
2128 Portsmouth

9307 Stella Link
IN STELLA LINK CENTER
5422 Richmond Rd.
9047 So. Main
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PRIVATE VS. PUBLIC

Competition Claimed Essential

ALLAN NEVINS

. the happy rivalry .

Seen In Passing...
In the midst of the confused
congestion of cars and people
which crowded the parking garage of the Rice Hotel a f t e r
last Friday's Alumni Banquet,
a well-dressed little man stood
sheepishly by a f t e r discovering he had no money to pay
the open-handed parking attendant. J. Newton Rayzor,
.donor of Rayzor Hall, the chapel, and a philosophy professorship, was bailed out by a nearby friend.

By BILL LIEBLICH
"Honest rivalry should characterize competition in such a
shared endeavor as college education," Dr. Allan Nevins, Pulitzer Prize-winning historian, told
a large gathering last Thursday
afternoon a t the Memorial Center's Grand Ballroom.
Nevins, formerly a professor at
Cornell and Columbia and now
Senior Research Associate at the
Henry E. Huntington Library in
San Marino, California, spoke on
"The Happy Rivalry of Private
and Public Universities: A Historical View."
COMPETITION, Nevins said, is
essential to our society and to the
educational process; education
suffers f r o m uniformity and benefits under competition of state,
church and private institutions.
Higher education was primarily private in the United States
until 1920, when a great number of state universities appeared,
Nevins said, adding that since
then the growth of private universities has slowed.
Friction, reasentment and jealousy were some of the by-products of the shift in balance between private and public schools,
he continued, but these effects
have gradually lessened as the
lines between the two types of
universities have become more
and more blurred.
"ALL GREAT universities,

public and private, have grown
and will continue to grow more
similar," Nevins asserted. He
mentioned several reasons for the
growing similarity,
including
government grants to private
schools, huge endowments, and
growing concern f o r higher standards and better faculty and facilities among state schools, and
greater cooperation between the
two types of universities, especially between those in the same geographical area.

Mr. Holmes, a P h D .
received his B . A . degree
his M . A . degree in 1961
He i s a n a t i v e of Yazoo

candidate in Southern Hjstory,
from Notre Dame in 1959, and
from the University of Delaware.
City, Mississippi.—Ed.

The recent entry of James Meredith into the
University of Mississippi and the resulting holocaust have been the subject of countless articles
and editorials during the past three weeks.
The actions of Governor Barnett and the support
given to him by the people of Mississippi have
been hard f o r many Americans to understand. Yet
f o r one familiar with the conditions in Mississippi,
especially the current political situation, the crisis
is not surprising. This article will not attempt to
defend the position of Barnett, but to point out
some factors which are essential to understanding
the problem.
MISSISSIPPI, more than any other state, has
been left behind. In the f i r s t place, agriculture has
almost totally dominated the state's economy, yet
it has been a type of agriculture distinct f r o m t h a t
of the Middle West and West. Only in the past
fifteen years have chemicals, flame-throwers, and
cotton pickers been perfected so as to reduce the
time and labor needed to produce cotton—Mississippi's basic crop.
When agriculture in the grain producing areas
was revolutionized more than a century ago by
the introduction of reapers, mowers, and combines,
the traditional scene in Mississippi still consisted
of rows of cotton choppers at work f r o m May
until early August, followed by gangs of cotton
pickers f r o m late August into October. I t is a
state of small towns; Jackson, the largest city,
has a population of 145,000.
IN GENERAL industry did not begin to develop
—even on a small scale—until the late 1930's.
Since then chemical plants, garment factories, oil
refineries, and a host of other enterprises have
begun to appear in former cotton fields. Still all
of these ventures seem small when compared to
similar ones in other parts of the country.
Mississippi's white population is almost entirely
of British descent; lack of opportunity caused later
immigrant groups to settle in more prosperous
areas. Since the remainder of the population is
Negro, the percentage of colored to white is more
closely equal than in any other state.
The religious composition is overwhelmingly

&

By HARVEY POLLARD
A "new society" and a "new
science" loom upon the "horizons
of the life sciences," proclaimed
Nobel Prize winner Albert SzentGyorgyi, in an Academic Festival
lecture in Hamman Auditorium
last Friday morning.
Discussing the "new science,"
Szent-Gyorgyi sketched the three
priods of the history of science,
p a s s i n g f r o m the intensely
"thought or human centered"
Aristotelian, to the humbling "experimental or world centered"
Newtonian, to the present "dehumanitized" period of the Xray and quantum mechanics.

"random movement" explanation,
and predicted t h a t the "new science" would be as revolutionary
a development as the advent of
quantum mechanics was a halfcentury ago.
A corollary of the present "dehumanitized period" in science,
commented Szent-Gyorgyi, was a
world tottering on an edge between "opulence apd suicide."
"Man's problem," he said "is that
he doesn't understand his human
unity." Convincing man of his
humanity would be the comple(Continued on Page 10)

THE NEW SCIENCE would involve a "humanization" of some
Nevertheless, as the univer- kind, said Szent-Gyorgyi. He addsities grow more similar, several ed that life was too perfectly
organized to be accounted by a
(Continued on Page 10)
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Rice Liberal Arts In Sharp Focus
As Humanities Building Is Dedicated
BY GARY HANOVICH
"The purpose of the humanities
is not to help science but to learn
all we can about man," declared
Dean W. H. Masterson Saturday
at the dedication of Rayzor Hall.
The ceremonies, which were
held a t the cornerstone of the
building immediately a f t e r the
wreath-laying ceremonies at William Marsh Rice's tomb, included
remarks by Dean Masterson,
President K. S. Pitzer, and Mr.
J . Newton Rayzor, donor - of the
building.
"ALONG WITH the name of

Ole Miss: Clash Of Cultures
Brings Violence To The South
By WILLIAM F. HOLMES

Universities Called Nope For
Craatioi Of 'Hew Science'

Protestant with fundamentalist sects in the majority. The dominance of the fundamentalists is attested to by the fact that Mississippi is the only
state in the union where prohibition is still the law
and supposedly is enforced.
Because Mississippi has not shared in the economic and social development that have so largely
shaped twentieth-century America and because of
its agrarian foundation and its racial and religious
make-up, it has maintained a homogenous culture
that has sharply set it off in many respects from
its sister states in the North and West.
A strong case can be made that it has been
the clash between this homogenous culture and
that of modern America which has been one of
the chief sources f o r the works of such Mississippi
writers as Truman Q a p o t e , Eudora Welty, Tennessee Williams, and William Faulkner.
Turning to the political scene it should be noted
that Mississippi is a one party state following in
the tradition of the "solid South." Political fights
have sometimes centered along sectional lines
within the state, such as the traditional rivalry
between the delta planters and the "red neck" hill
farmers. Frequently, however, there have been no
real issues with the result being a series of in-fights
between various factions and personalities.
THE 1954 Supreme Court decision on desegregation jolted the political scene in Mississippi more
strongly than in any other Southern state. Because of the large colored population, white Mississippians strove to organize their opposition as
thoroughly and effectively as possible.. The principal organ of resistance appeared in the White
Citizens' Council, a white supremacy organization
dedicated to maintaining segregation. Although the
council varies slightly from town to town, it has
a basic pattern. The Citizens Council in Mississippi is not made-up of the hooded figure type who
constituted the Ku Klux Klan in the 1920's. Membership drives are open to the public and are advertised in newspapers and on radio.
The local president is almost always a prominent
citizen, and the board of directors is drawn largely
from the community's Who's Who. Not withstanding the fact that its goals are dubious and its
methods repugnant, the council's aims are not
couched in violent language but in the traditional
appeal of state rights and constitutionalism. In
(Continued on Page 12)

University, this building makes
clear to all that we are covering
a full range of activities at Rice,"
said scientist Pitzer.
Dean Masterson explained that
much is expected of humanities
students whose scholarship the
building was dedicated. "We do
not give the humanist the singleness of purpose of the scienist
but expect a well-rounded man,"
he said.
"We of the humanistic disciplines find new courage, new enthusiasm, and new dedication in
this building," concluded the
Dean.
MR. RAYZOR responded to
warm words of introduction from
Dr. Pitzer by disclaiming any
idea that the ceremony was to
be short. "Pitzer has had a whole
week of sciences on this campus,
(Continued on Page 12)
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ALBERT SZENT-GYORGYI
. . man doesn't understand . . ."

Complete Cleaning
Laundry Service

Sunset
Cleaners
1706 Sunset

JA 4-7648

Checks Cashed

THE AUTRY REFECTORY
In Autrv House

6265 South Main

across Main St. from Campus
Serves Lunch 11:30 through 1:30
Monday through Friday
Rice Students Meal Ticket $5.50 Value
for $5.00
You'll Come Back If You Come Once

Erik the Red had no choice-but Vitalis with V-7
will keep your hair neat all day without grease.
Naturally. V-7 is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vitalis®
with V-7® fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness,
keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try Vitalis today!
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'BATTAUON' BEEFS

Anguished

Aggies

Lash At

New Chapel Bells To Soind Heart;
Time Golden Toaes Will Brighten Marsh

Time Magazine visited Tejiqp I body lashed out with the fury member of the Department of
English at A&M, was critical of
A&M in its pages recently and °* 811 ex-Major General,
the militarily-inclined student 1 The story, written by a former the school in many areaB, principally the weak humanities at
the school. Time stated that there
are no departments of music,
art, or philosophy, and that
other liberal arts departments
are very weak.
THE A R T I C L E , headlined
"Texas Athletic and Military,"
stressed the stronger aspects of
freshman hazing and military
life at the school in general.
The most apparent violent rePresent Your Student Activity Card:
action to the story was an article
To the Cashier and This Automatically Entitles
on the front page of the BatYou to Your Discount
talion (the student newspaper)
OPEN — 6 A.M.
CLOSE —12 P.M.
signed by its editor. He struck
Dick Maegle,. Mgr.
by innundo at the reporter, Glen
Sherrill, implying that the man
was unable to stay in one college during his undergraduate
days and unable to hold a job
now.
According to the Battalion,
M O T O R INN
"Sherrill probably summed up his
6500 South Main
beliefs when he said, 'the prime
requirement may be scholarship,
but the prime blessing is beACROSS FROM THE RICE CAMPUS
longing."

FOR ALL RICE STUDEHTS

20% DISCOUNT ON ALL
FOOD PURCHASED AT THE
TIDELANDS RESTAURANT
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By MIMI MUNSON
The recent set of twenty-five
bells in the chapel tower at the
Rice Memorial Center will be replaced by a completely new
Maas-Rowe symphonic carillon of
seventy-four electronic bells.

Tme installation, which will
take approximately one month,
will be under the direction of Mr.
Paul Rowe, the inventor of the
symphonic carillon and president of the company.
THE NEW carillon will be
operated manually from the two
keyboards of the chapel pipe
organ. One manual will control
the bells tuned in the major, and
the other manual the bells tuned
with the minor third.
A patented device will cqnnect the various sharp and flat
bells to the bottom keyboard so
that music may be played in any
key, and the scales will be in
perfect tune at all times.
The power of each bell will be
controlled by a dynamic expression pedal connected to the
well pedal of the pipe organ.
THE CARILLON will also be

ELECTRONICS
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4 PHYSICISTS:
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is your future,
your career
is with Hughes
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IN
IN
IN

ASTROS-PACE
AEROSPACE
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HYDROSPACE

A s far back as 1890, Jules Verne
visualized excursion trains to
the moon. Today — 72 years later —
Hughes offers you the opportunity
to play an important part in man's
actual conquest of space.

Help us soft-land the SURVEYOR
on the moon — or work with us on
exciting advanced projects such as:
ANTI-MISSILE DEFENSE
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Bettmas Archlva

playable automatically via a roll
player which will make full use
of all seventy-four bells. These
rolls, cut here at Rice, will reproduce the actual playing of the
carillonneur who will regularly
play the bells.
A new clock with a twentyfour hour dial will permit the
playing of the bells at any
specific time, as well as ring the
quarters and sound the hours
during the day with the Westminster peal.
The compass of the bells will
be three full octaves (c to c)
and will be comparable in size
and tone with the famous set at
the United States Naval Academy
at Annapolis, also made by the
Maas-Rowe company.
o

NEVINS(Continued from Page 9)
friction points are created, Nevins said, pointing to the rough
competition in the recruiting of
good students, in the raising of
funds, and in the building of faculties and facilities. In all of this
competition, he continued, state
schools have an advantage because of their ability to charge
low tuition rates and because of
their greater command of resources.
NEVINS SAID that privatepublic differences often make for
less separation among schools
than cultural and regional differences.
Rivalry and cooperation, he
added, can benefit the two types
of schools. Examples cited were
Stanford and Berkeley, Duke and
North Carolina, and Tulane and
LSU.
Good private universities wth
large endowments can induce the
states in their areas to better
their schools' quality, Nevins continued, using Stanford and the
University of Chicago as examples.
"IT IS A national misfortune
that no strongly endowed university exists in the Rocky Mountain area or the Pacific Northwest to stimulate the states'
schools to higher excellence," he
said.
Concluded Nevins: "All that
Stanford did for the West Coast
and that Chicago"did'for the'Middle West, Rice can and will do
for the rich and teeming Southwest."

NEW SCIENCEO
(Continued from Page 9)
mentary task of "life science" in
the future.
BY CITING the idea that science knows no national boundaries, Szent-Gyorgyi justified
the "new society" as a proper
goal of sciences. The "new so-,
ciety" would have a dual allegiance, to the nation and, scientifically, to humanity as a
whole. The "new society," a product of the "life sciences" in a
true sense, would be one based on
"mutual respect and intellectual
honesty."
The vehicle for achieving these
goals of the life sciences will be
the university. He warned that
the 'new science" and the "new
society," in reality one and the
same, could not come out of many
of our universities because, currently, they turn out "narrowminded fools." It is time, concluded Szent-Gyorgyi, that they
turn out human beings.
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Out On A Limb

An Epitaph For Texas: 4wb Bloomed Bit 'Horns loomed
By PAUL BURKA
We got a hint of things to come when we stopped by Rice
Stadium last Thursday night to watch Oregon work out. Unfortunately, we had lost our glasses, so for two days we labored under
the impression that the predominantly blurred images were traceable to faulty vision.
Or, at least, that's what we hoped. However, our fears proved
superior to our feelings, for it is doubtful that a slow-motion camera
could have slowed down Oregon's speed demons. Against such speed,
our rods and cones were helpless.
This put them in good company, however: the Rice line.
Oregon is the fastest college football team we've ever seen, and
that includes some dandies: Texas last year, some great Ole Miss
teams, and LSU in Billy Cannon's heyday. Oregon is faster. They
are so fast, in fact, that after watching Texas flounder unimpressively against Oklahoma on TV, one must come to the conclusion
that Oregon could beat Texas by two touchdowns.
Unfortunately for sportswriters, who delight in making such
comparisons, the two teams have already met this year. Sobering
indeed is the historical fact that Oregon managed to lose to the
Longhorns by 12 points.
It doesn't take a mathematician to calculate that Texas is at
least four touchdowns, better than Rice. But it takes a sportswriter
to figure they aren't.
The jury is still out on the 'Horns, and if they don't return a
verdict soon, Arkansas is quite liable to take the law in its own
hands Saturday. The most ridiculous statement of the young week
came from Minneapolis, where the bookies are giving Arkansas
and six and a half points. They deserve to lose money.
The Longhorns against Oklahoma spent the better part of the
afternoon falling flat on their faces. However, the Steers were
fortunate enough to find a football under themselves upon two of
those occasions, one of which happened to occur in the Oklahoma
end zone. We're not detracting from the potential of the Longhorns—
no one can deny them that—but they did receive more than their
share of breaks against the Okies. This week they're fighting not
only the law of averages, but also a team famed for being lucky.
And the Razorbacks are twice more blessed than Oklahoma: not
only are they lucky, but they're good, too.
Just what is wrong with Texas is the great puzzle of the
Southwest. There is no question that the 'Horns have yet to jell".
They should have murdered Oklahoma; the Sooiiers shouldn't have
scored and Texas ought to have run up at least a three-touchdown
margin. Oregon just played Santa Claus in Austin, fumbling once
on their own 14, once on the Texas one, and dropping touchdown
passes from the Steer six.
Various theories have been expounded on failure. One is the
Alumnus Theory, also known as fire-the-coach. Darrell Royal, it
seems, is at fault because he keeps on playing Johnny Genung at
quarterback when even the alumnus's son could do a better" job.
Then there's the Complacency Theory: too many seniors, too
many easy wins last year. The 'Horns aren't hungry, it is said.
Only this week the Shadow-of-Death theory developed. The
tragic death of sophomore guard Reggie Grob, who died early in
the season after suffering a stroke during practice, has mentally
affected the Longhorn team, it is argued. The coaches don't work
the team hard, and the players have an ingrained fear.
The latter excuse is in a sense as tragic as the surroundings
which gave it birth. Certainly all conference schools and people
everywhere were deeply touched by the death of the young man
just as they were when Mike Kelsey died from similar circumstances at SMU. It is said that SMU's desire has noticeably increased this year, perhaps in an effort to vindicate the activity for
which Kelsey gave his life: playing football for SMU. The argument works both ways.

INTRAMURALS

Has-Beens, Rillas Lead Grid Loop

By JERRY HANSON
Intramural touch football competition promises to be fierce and
plentiful following an unusually
large number of entries. Thirteen,
teams will vie for the regular
championship divided into 5team leagues on Thursday and
Friday and a 3-team league on
Tuesday.
Although two longtime contenders, the Leftovers and Alpha
Sigs, are gone due to graduation,
both the defending Champion
Has-Beens and runner-up Rillas
have key players returning.
NINE FRESHMEN t e a m s
were divided into Monday and
Thursday leagufes. Results of the
first two weeks find the Jungle.
Jocks and Chuggers tied for the
Monday lead with one victory
and no losses. The Chuggers
knocked off Wiess Weanies 7-0
and Jungle Jocks accepted a forfeit from the Bakites. The OffBeats defeated the Weanies 9-7
only to fall to the Bakites 14-6.
In Thursday freshman action,
the Baker Fakers outshot the
Birdshooters 32-0 as B o b b y
Hughes passed for four TD's and

ran for another. The Will Rice,
Villages Loungers gave an 8-6
victory to the Untouchables, who
used a safety and a pass interc<jpt1?m for their scores.
UPPERCLASS action s a w
Sons of Baker decision Meche
Grads 12-0. Barrett Boone ran
and passed for the SOB touchdowns. In a battle of Thursday
teams, the Reefers drubbed
Grubbs 28-7. Mark Bowden passed for four TD's although Kendall Rhine of Grubbs took one
and loped across for Grubb's
score. Jess Thompson, Jim Redford, and Vic Anderson caught
the other three.
Butch McKeown stole the show
and the ball game for the Mojo's,
who trounced the Guzzlers, 4412.
Friday games saw the Magicians pull one out of the hat in
a game of defense. Neither team
scored but Mandrake's disciples
outfoxed the Rooties in suddendeath. The Leftovers let old-pro
Lee Raesner pass for just enough
scores, two to beat the Playboys,
14-6.

Also worthy of mention is the fact that other conference
schools were careful to avoid similar incidents; after learning of the
death of Kelsey and the collapse of Grob, Jess Neely lightened the
practice load on the Owls at the risk of not having them ready for
the season opener. Yet not one mention has been made of this
"excuse;" furthermore, the Owls took it easier, and still were quite
ready for the LSU Tigers.
We never did buy the Complacency Theory and still don't. Sophomores can be complacent, seniors can have an intense desire. Passing
five courses doesn't remove one's drive. Did Boyd King, Rufus King,
Bobby Lively, or Jim Stroud let up when they were seniors in '60?
It was the seniors which led the ball club—the hordes of returning
juniors were a poor excuse for a contender a year later.
The Alumnus Theory gets closer to the heart of the matter. The
old grads and disgruntled sportswriters are absolutely correct:
Genung can't move the ball club. However, this is no cause to fire a
man who has produced consecutive seasons of 6-3-1, 7-3, 9-1, 7-3,
9-1 records, and now stands 42-11-1 at the University. Rather they
should send him their sons. Texas, with all its wealth of material,
needs a quarterback.
It isn't the Alumnus Theory itself which is correct; it is the
Quarterback Corollary. And unless the Longhorns can find some
magic locked away on the Forty Acres, the Theory will become a
fact.
Texas, mighty Texas, will die before the month is out.

TV Battle Finds Owls
Slim Choice At Dallas
It's play-for-keeps time for tfye
Rice Owls.
Faced with the label of "loser,"
the embattled sopohomores journey to the land of Cotton thi_s
week to meet hapless and helpless SMU in a Southwest Conference opener for both teams.

Last week was another winning one, but this Saturday
could be traumatic. The record: 21-3-1, for an even .860
percentage. But then there's
Texas-Arkansas . . .
TCU 17, Texas A & M 6.
The "Poor Aggies" chant will
resound throughout the conference this year. But Aggies
aren't as bad as Florida walloping.
Baylor 19, Texas Tech 0.
Baylor began to click in the
second half against Arkansas,
while Tech stopped clicking
when it joined the Southwest
Conference. Bruins win it in
the air.
Arkansas 21, Texas 10. It's
over for Texas.
Rice 27, SMU 12. The regional TV audience is treated to
a crucial battle between two
teams unbeaten in conference
play. Owls finally win one; see
ya' at the party.
K a n s a s 7, Oklahoma 0.
The Big Game in the Big Eight
this week finds the Sooners
sinking back to their level after
exposing Texas for what they
are.
Illllll
~~~DROM GO OLE'S

the beleaguered Ponies 33-3, and
the Air Force put it to SMU by
a 25-20 margin.
Meanwhile the Owls were tying
the best team in the South and
I?i the Village
losing to the best team in the
Typewriters . Calculators
East and the best team in the
Adding Machines . Repairs
West. In two weeks they must
Rentals . Sales
face the team that may be the
THE GAME will be regionally
JA
2-4323
2454 Bolsover
best of them all, and SMU comes
televised, a tribute to NCAA
as a welcome break for a victory- JA 9-9226
selectors, who m a t c h e d " two
Two doors from Post Office
hungry ball club.
elevens that between them have
only one blot on otherwise perfect records: Rice's 6-6 tie with
COPYRIGHT
1 9 6 1 , T H E C O C A - C O L A C O M P A N Y C O C A - C O L A A N D C O K C ARC ffEfffSTETRFO T f M O E M A R K S
LSU. Otherwise, both teams have
lost every game they have played.
Rice is 0-2-1, SMU 0-3, but the
Owls are rated the favorite by a
touchdown. The game must have
given the oddsmakers fits.
The Ponies, the doormat of the
conference for two years, have
won only one game in the ConssmIF r w
ference during the period. Last
year they edged Texas Tech 7-6
and tied TCU 28-28, but still
finished in the cellar.
In 1960 the Owls were merely
one of ten to wallop the inept
Mustangs, but it was a countrystyle licking. The Owls got 47
points that night in Big D, and
added ten more last year. SMU
hasn't scored against Rice since
1959, and hasn't beaten the Owls
since '56.
SMU HAS NO real offensive
punch but sticks more to the
ground this year than in years
past. The double-threat Pony
attack (can't run-can't pass) produced 20 points in a losing effort
against the Air Force, but failed
to cross the Maryland or USC
goal lines.
Although SMU has a very poor
offense, they also have a very
poor defense. They allowed a
fumbling Maryland almost 500
yards total offense, but the Terrapins could only score once.
That was good for a 7-0 win
SOUTHENR CAL sped past
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In over 100 countries
people get that refreshing
new feeling with Coke!

Gifts To Wear
Easily Mailed Anywhere!

m
Bottled under authority of

% In The Village
2519 University Blvd.
JA 8-1509
Also Bellaire: MQ 5-6557

The Coca-Cola Company by

•i-C-31-2
HOUSTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
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WIN A WARDROBE
The UPSETS have upset you—So
Here is a REAL PRIZE -

Winner Receives all "3" Items

$150 00

Our
Exclusive

3 Piece-vested

Classic SUIT

for that JUST RIGHT look,
real smart appearance —
featuring the nation's finest
clothiers—we offer a
most unusual collection
of Natural Shoulder Suits
in Fabrics suitable for
YEAR-ROUND Houston weai\

1

A Most
Attractive buy
the 3 Pc SUIT,

59

50

others from $39.50

(Caihtinued from Page 9)
fact, when the council was first founded 6ne of the
primary purposes was to retain control of resistance to desegregation in the hands of the "better
people." Today membership in the council is almost similar to membership in the Rotary or
Lions Club.
NO VIOLENCE has been directly attributed to
the council. The organization's chief tools are economic and social pressure. If a person—whether
white or colored—expresses views which are considered dangerous by the council, he is isolated
socially and economically, so that he is eventually
forced to go out of business and leave the state or
to comply with the council. Because of the absence
of large cities, a dissenter can find few allies.
The Citizens' Council became a major political
factor in the gubernatorial election of 1959 when
Ross Barnett was a landslide victory in the Democratic primary. Barnett's election was particularly
significant in view of the fact that he did this
against the opposition of Mississippi's two living
ex-Governors and wth all but one of the state's
daily newspapers against him.
DURING THE campaign one of Barnett's opponents advocated the repeal of prohibition, demanded
a reapportionment of the state legislature, and
questioned Mississippi's sacred ties with the Democratic Party. This was jndeed a liberal stand for
Mississippi! Barnett, however, based his campaign
chiefly on the maintenance of segregation; he also
declared himself a strong supporter of local selfgovernment, by which he meant that he would
maintain the status quo. The Citizens' Council
backed Bamett and with his election became the

The TUX—by After Six

By RICHARD BEST

for your FORMAL affairs
when you must be outfitted
properly—and yet not
necessarily extravagantly
we suggest:
The PLAYBOY TUX

Bronson,7

for CASUAL and SPORTS wear —
in the true COLLEIGE manner — —
A must on or off the campus.

RAYZOR DEDICATION-

Our LITER WEIGHT all wool BLAZER.

(Continued from Page 9)
and now it't our turn," quipped
the Rice Trustee..
Dr. Mastrson also felt the barb
of Rayzor's sharp wit. "I have
noticed a big change in Dean
Masterson since he withdrew his
his forces from basement cubbyholes."
Beconming more serious, Mr.
Rayzor told how the Board of
Governors would probably be
receptive to more expansion on
the campus with Jones College

as a prime example.
HE MENTIONED the possibility of a law school at Rice, but.
"'the only fly in the ointment is
six million dollars."
At the conclusion of the remarks, Mrs. Rayzor was introruced to the gathering.
The million - dollar building
which opened its .doors to the
humanities this semester, was
given to Rice jointly by Mr. and
Mrs. Rayzor.
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Specifically Bronson dealt with
the folk ballad "Barbara Allen,"
which is known in many differing
versions. In order to identify the
original tune, he placed the
essential information on IBM
cards and processed it.
IT WAS FOUND that for this
song there are four groups of
tunes originating in various sections of Britain. The ballad does
not contain much action; there is
morality; no usual form of romance. The theme is the concet of love as a destpructive power, yet still necessary for life
itself.
Folk songs such as "Barbara
Allen" have no obligation to survive, but they survive because
they give joy to men of all time.

Bertrand H.
holder of
\
degrees from Michigan, Harvard, and Oxford, lectured Thursday on one of his specialties, folk
music.
•
o ,
m
His title, "All This for a Song,"
was, he explained, the reply of
a minister of state to Queen
Elizabeth I when informed that
Her Majesty had awarded 100
pounds to a poet for a composition.
The University of California
professor introduced his extensive treatment of folk songs by
stating that the oral tradition
speaks of a nation's characer, its
forms of speech, its temperament
and methods of story-telling.

Complete
Selection of
ACCESSORIES

WIN
•

dominant power bloc in Mississippi politics.
Since that time the council has practically completed a political machine whose power is publicly
unchallenged by any major state official. One of
its most dramatic accomplishments was in casting
Mississippi's electoral votes in favor of Senator
Harry Byrd in the Presidential election of 1960.
EVEN MORE important for the council's purposes was the decision by the State Sovereignty
Commission in 1960 to donate $5,000 a month from
state tax money to support the council's radio and
television program, Citizens' Council Forum. This
commission was founded in 1956 to protect the
sovereignty of the state of Mississippi, and its
members are, nearly to the man, council members.
This grant, combined with a lump-sum donation
of $20,000, has brought the council nearly $100,000
from the public treasury.
Barnett's election clearly indicated what could
be expected during the next four years. James
Meredith's entrance into Ole Miss and Barnett's
reaction is at least more understandable in light
of the state's political situation. In fact, I believe
it would have been amazing if Barnett had adopted
a course of action different from the one he followed.
Perhaps one of the most tragic aspects of the
Meredith case is the fact that the many responsible
citizens who had allied themselves with the council have now ended up on the side of the lawbreakers. As a result they have abdicated their
role of leadership to the racist and fascist elements; and at this time it is enlightened and responsible leaders which Mississippi so desperately
needs.

Bronson Says Folk Music Reflects
Nation's Character, Temperament
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Regular one-man-band
this coat. Scotchgard®
treated to give the brushoff to rain or snow. Acrylic
pile lining zips in oroutto
keep you in tune with the
temperature. Short and
trim; staccato-styled in
fine Gabardine; new Fall
iridescent shades;
$29.95 at swingiii' stores.
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